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(54) Communication terminal, display method, and computer program product

(57) A communication terminal (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d) dis-
plays thumbnails for predetermined-region images in a
panoramic image and accepts a selection of a predeter-
mined thumbnail so as to display the predetermined-re-
gion image corresponding to the accepted thumbnail.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority to and incorporates by reference the entire contents of Japanese Patent
Application No. 2012-124567 filed in Japan on May 31, 2012 and Japanese Patent Application No. 2013-053565 filed
in Japan on March 15, 2013.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to an invention of displaying a predetermined-region image in a panoramic image.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] In recent years, occasions have increased in which an Internet user uploads an image taken with a digital
camera or the like to a server computer on the Internet while another user downloads the image, and thus, a plurality
of users share the same image. Some digital cameras can take full spherical panoramic images, which are also uploaded
and shared with other users (refer to Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 2011-076249).
[0004] A panoramic image, such as a full spherical panoramic image, looks curved to a user when the image is
downloaded and displayed as it is on a display by the user. The user, therefore, displays an image of a predetermined
region that is a part of the full spherical panoramic image on the display and browses the image.
[0005] Thus, the image displayed on the display is a part of the panoramic image. As more panoramic images are
downloaded, the user finds it more difficult to find out which panoramic image  is being browsed, or which predetermined
region in which panoramic image the image being browsed belongs to. As a result, a problem occurs in that the user
cannot easily find a desired panoramic image or an image of a desired predetermined region in the panoramic image.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to at least partially solve the problems in the conventional technology.
[0007] According to the present invention, there is provided: a communication terminal comprising: a storage unit
configured to store therein predetermined-region information for indicating predetermined regions in a panoramic image
and thumbnail identification information for identifying thumbnails for the predetermined-region images indicated by the
predetermined-region information, in a manner corresponding to each other; a display control unit configured to control
a predetermined display unit to display the thumbnails; and an accepting unit configured to accept a selection of a
predetermined thumbnail out of the displayed thumbnails; wherein the display control unit controls, based on the thumbnail
identification information of the selected thumbnail, the display unit to display the predetermined-region image indicated
by the predetermined-region information corresponding to the thumbnail identification information.
[0008] The invention also provides a display method for displaying an image using a communication terminal comprising
a storage unit that stores therein image identification information for identifying a panoramic image, predetermined-
region information for specifying a predetermined region in the panoramic image, and related information related to the
predetermined region, in a manner corresponding to each other, the display method comprising, by the communication
terminal: accepting a selection of predetermined related information; searching the storage unit based on the predeter-
mined related information accepted at the accepting so as to extract the image identification information and the prede-
termined-region information corresponding to the predetermined related information; and controlling a predetermined
display unit to display thumbnails for predetermined-region images specified in the extracted predetermined-region
information, in the panoramic image identified by the extracted image identification information.
[0009] In the above-mentioned display method, the accepting includes accepting a selection of a predetermined
thumbnail out of the displayed thumbnails, and the controlling includes controlling the display unit to display the prede-
termined-region image indicated by the predetermined-region information corresponding to the selected thumbnail.
[0010] The invention also provides a computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable me-
dium containing a computer program for causing a computer to execute the steps according to the above-mentioned
display method.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]
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FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an image sharing system according to a first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2(a) is a left side view of a photographing device;
FIG. 2 (b) is a front view of the photographing device; and
FIG. 2 (c) is a plan view of the photographing device;
FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration illustrating a state of use of the photographing device;
FIG. 4(a) is a diagram illustrating a hemispherical image (front) taken with the photographing device; FIG. 4 (b) is
a diagram illustrating a hemispherical image (rear) taken with  the photographing device; and FIG. 4(c) is a diagram
illustrating an image represented by Mercator projection;
FIG. 5(a) is a diagram illustrating the image represented by the Mercator projection and a portion of a selection
image, and FIG. 5(b) is a diagram illustrating the selection image;
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a full spherical panoramic image;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating positions of a virtual camera and a predetermined region, assuming the full spherical
panoramic image as a three-dimensional sphere;
FIG. 8(a) is a three-dimensional perspective view of FIG. 7, and FIG. 8(b) and FIG. 8(c) are diagrams illustrating a
communication terminal displaying, on a display thereof, images in the predetermined region;
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a relation between predetermined-region information and a predetermined-region
image;
FIG. 10 is a hardware configuration diagram of the photographing device;
FIG. 11 is a hardware configuration diagram of the communication terminal;
FIG. 12 is a hardware configuration diagram of an image processing system and an image management system;
FIG. 13 is a functional block diagram of the communication terminal, the image processing system, and the image
management system according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 14 is a conceptual diagram illustrating a predetermined-region management table;
FIG. 15 is a conceptual diagram illustrating an image management table;
FIG. 16 is a conceptual diagram illustrating a predetermined-region management table;
FIG. 17 is a sequence diagram illustrating a process of  uploading a photographed image;
FIG. 18 is a sequence diagram illustrating a process of downloading a photographed image and predetermined-
region management information;
FIG. 19(a) is a diagram of a photographed image selection list indicating shared selection images, and FIG. 19(b)
is a diagram illustrating a predetermined-region image;
FIG. 20 is a sequence diagram illustrating a process of setting and registering a predetermined region by a user;
FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating the setting process of the predetermined region;
FIG. 22 is a screen example illustrating the setting process of the predetermined region;
FIG. 23(a) and FIG. 23(b) are screen examples illustrating the setting process of the predetermined region;
FIG. 24 is a diagram displaying a plurality of attention points;
FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating a process of narrowing down the number of thumbnails;
FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating related information type selection buttons;
FIG. 27 is a diagram illustrating a creation date selection menu that is an example of a related information selection
menu;
FIG. 28 is a diagram illustrating thumbnails;
FIG. 29(a) is a diagram illustrating a creator name selection menu that is an example of the related information
selection menu, and FIG. 29(b) is a diagram illustrating a scene selection menu that is an example of the related
information selection menu;
FIG. 30 is a flowchart illustrating a process of displaying a predetermined-region image;
FIG. 31 is a diagram illustrating a predetermined-region  image having a predetermined angle of view;
FIG. 32 is a diagram illustrating a predetermined-region image displayed before a predetermined-region image
corresponding to a thumbnail is displayed;
FIG. 33 is a diagram illustrating a predetermined-region image displayed before the predetermined-region image
corresponding to the thumbnail is displayed;
FIG. 34 is a diagram illustrating the predetermined-region image corresponding to the thumbnail;
FIG. 35 is a functional block diagram of a communication terminal according to a second embodiment;
FIG. 36 is a screen example illustrating a setting process of a predetermined region in the second embodiment;
FIG. 37 is a functional block diagram of an image management system 7’ according to a third embodiment;
FIG. 38 is a sequence diagram illustrating a process of downloading a photographed image and predetermined-
region management information in the third embodiment; and
FIG. 39 is a diagram illustrating a description of link information.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention will be described below using FIGS. 1 to 39.

First Embodiment

[0013] A first embodiment of the present invention will be described below using FIGS. 1 to 34.

Outline of Embodiment

[0014] An outline of the present embodiment will first be described using FIGS. 1 to 8. FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram
of an image sharing system according to one of the embodiments of the present invention.
[0015] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the image sharing system of the  present embodiment is built up with a photographing
device 1, a plurality of communication terminals 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d, an image processing system 5, and an image
management system 7. The communication terminals 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d are used by users A, B, C, and D, respectively.
The present embodiment illustrates a case in which the user A operates the photographing device 1. Note that any one
of the communication terminals 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d is represented as a communication terminal 3 in the description below.
[0016] The photographing device 1 is a digital camera for obtaining a full spherical panoramic image. The communi-
cation terminal 3 is a computer such as a smartphone, a tablet computer, a notebook computer, a desktop computer,
or a personal data assistance (PDA). Each of the image processing system 5 and the image management system 7 is
a single server computer or constituted by a plurality of server computers.
[0017] The photographing device 1 can communicate with the communication terminal 3 using a short-range wireless
technology, such as the near field communication (NFC) standards, or a Bluetooth (registered trademark), Wireless
Fidelity (WiFi), or TransferJet (registered trademark) technology. The communication terminal 3 can communicate with
the image processing system 5 and the image management system 7 via a communication network 9. The communication
network 9 is built up with a wireless communication network by a mobile communication system such as the 3rd generation
(3G) or worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) system, with base stations 9a, 9b, 9c, and 9d, and
with the Internet. Wired communication may be used between the photographing device 1 and the communication
terminal 3, and/or between the communication terminal 3 and the communication network 9.
[0018] Next, an external appearance of the photographing device 1 will be described using FIG. 2. In FIG. 2, (a) is a
left  side view of the photographing device; (b) is a front view of the photographing device; and FIG. 2C is a plan view
of the photographing device.
[0019] As illustrated in FIG. 2(a), the photographing device 1 has a size that can be held by one hand of a person. As
illustrated in FIG. 2(a), FIG. 2(b), and FIG. 2(c), the top portion of the photographing device 1 is provided with an image
pickup device 103a on the front surface (front side) and with an image pickup device 103b on the rear surface (rear
side). As illustrated in FIG. 2B, the front surface of the photographing device 1 is provides with an operating unit 115
including a shutter button.
[0020] Next, a state of use of the photographing device 1 will be described using FIG. 3. FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration
illustrating the state of use of the photographing device. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the photographing device 1 is held with
a hand and used by the user for photographing surrounding subjects. In this case, the image pickup devices 103a and
103b illustrated in FIG. 2 capture images of the subjects surrounding the user, so that two respective hemispherical
images can be obtained.
[0021] Next, the images taken with the photographing device 1 and a combined image will be described using FIG.
4. In FIG. 4, (a) is a diagram illustrating the hemispherical image (front) taken with the photographing device; (b) is a
diagram illustrating the hemispherical image (rear) taken with the photographing device; and (c) is a diagram illustrating
an image represented by Mercator projection (hereinafter called "Mercator image").
[0022] As illustrated in FIG. 4(a), the image obtained by the image pickup device 103a is a curved hemispherical image
(front) taken through a wide-angle lens 102a to be described later. As illustrated in FIG. 4(b), the image obtained by the
image pickup device 103b is a curved hemispherical image (rear) taken through a wide-angle lens 102b to be described
later. The photographing device 1 combines the curved hemispherical image (front) with the hemispherical image (rear)
that is inverted therefrom by 180 degrees so as to create the Mercator image as illustrated in FIG. 4(c).
[0023] Next, using FIG. 5, a description will be made of a relation between the Mercator image and a selection image
used for selection of the Mercator image. In FIG. 5, (a) is a diagram illustrating the Mercator image and a portion of the
selection image, and (b) is a diagram illustrating the selection image. As illustrated here, the portion defined by the
dashed line in the Mercator image of FIG. 5(a) is used to create the selection image of FIG. 5(b). The selection image
is sent from the photographing device 1 illustrated in FIG. 1 to the communication terminal 3a and displayed on the
communication terminal 3a. Then, when the user A selects the selection image illustrated in FIG. 5(b) on the commu-
nication terminal 3a, the data of the Mercator image illustrated in FIG. 4(c) is sent from the photographing device 1 to
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the communication terminal 3a. The Mercator image thus sent is stored in the communication terminal 3a, and, in
addition, sent to the image management system 7 via the communication network 9 illustrated in FIG. 1. Thereafter, the
Mercator image is sent from the image management system 7 via the communication network 9 to the communication
terminals 3b, 3c, and 3d of the other users, and is stored in the communication terminals 3b, 3c, and 3d. Thus, the
Mercator image can be shared.
[0024] Then, the communication terminals 3b, 3c, and 3d use Open Graphics Library for Embedded Systems (OpenGL
ES) to create the full spherical panoramic image illustrated in FIG. 6 from the Mercator image illustrated in FIG. 4(c).
FIG. 6 is a  diagram illustrating the full spherical panoramic image. The full spherical panoramic image may either be a
still image or a moving image. A three-dimensional full spherical panoramic image such as illustrated in FIG. 6 is created,
for example, by using OpenGL ES that causes the Mercator image illustrated in FIG. 5(a) to be pasted on the surface
of a virtual three-dimensional sphere. A mere two-dimensional panoramic image may be created instead of the three-
dimensional full spherical panoramic image. While the Mercator image is pasted on the virtual three-dimensional sphere
here, the Mercator image may, for example, be pasted on a cube, or the two-dimensional panoramic image may be
pasted on a circular cylinder.
[0025] Next, using FIGS. 7 and 8, a description will be made of processing of specification and display of an image
of a predetermined region T (hereinafter called "predetermined-region image") in the full spherical panoramic image.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating the position of a virtual camera and the position of the predetermined region, assuming
the full spherical panoramic image as the surface of the virtual three-dimensional sphere. In FIG. 8, (a) is a three-
dimensional perspective view of FIG. 7, and (b) and (c) are diagrams illustrating the communication terminal displaying,
on a display thereof, the predetermined-region images.
[0026] A virtual camera IC illustrated in FIG. 7 is positioned at a point of view of a virtual user viewing the full spherical
panoramic image shown on the surface of a three-dimensional sphere CS from inside the three-dimensional sphere CS
serving as the full spherical panoramic image. In FIG. 7, the virtual camera IC is specifically positioned in the center of
the three-dimensional sphere, and can rotate about three axes (yaw, pitch, and roll) through the center. The predetermined
region T in the full spherical panoramic image is a portion taken with the virtual camera IC in the full  spherical panoramic
image, and is specified by predetermined-region information. The predetermined-region information is represented by
a coordinate x (rH), a coordinate y (rV), and an angle of view α (angle).
[0027] Here, the predetermined-region information will be described in detail using FIG. 9. FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating
a relation between the predetermined-region information and the predetermined-region image. As illustrated in FIG. 9,
denoting the diagonal angle of view of the predetermined region T represented by the angle of view α of the virtual
camera IC as 2L, a center point CP of 2L provides the (x, y) parameters of the predetermined-region information. The
distance from the virtual camera IC to the center point CP is denoted as f. Then, in FIG. 9, a trigonometric functional
equation generally expressed by Equation (1) is satisfied. 

[0028] Zooming of the predetermined region T can be achieved by widening or narrowing the range (arc) of the angle
of view α.
[0029] The image of the predetermined region T in the full spherical panoramic image illustrated in FIG. 8(a) is displayed
as the predetermined-region image on a display 315 of the communication terminal 3d, as illustrated in FIG. 8(b). The
predetermined-region image in this case is a partial image P0 representing a part of the full spherical panoramic image.
The partial image P0 is an image based on the predetermined-region information that is initially set (by default) in the
full spherical panoramic image illustrated in FIG. 6.
[0030] As illustrated in FIG. 8(b), in the predetermined-region image (partial image P0), there are displayed a plurality
of attention points AP1, AP2, AP3, and AP4 that have attracted attention of, and have been set by, a single user or a
plurality of users using the image sharing system of the present embodiment. Images in certain ranges including the
respective attention points AP1, AP2, AP3, and AP4 in the predetermined region T are displayed in the form of thumbnails
T1, T2, T3, and T4, respectively, at the bottom of the display 315. If, for example, the user selects the thumbnail T1, the
display 315 displays a predetermined-region image (here, a partial image P1) in the full spherical panoramic image, as
illustrated in FIG. 8(c), based on the predetermined-region information associated with the thumbnail T1. Note that the
thumbnails illustrated in FIG. 8(b) and FIG. 8(c) are images created by the communication terminal 3.

Hardware Configurations of Embodiment

[0031] Next, using FIGS. 10 to 12, a description will be made in detail of hardware configurations of the photographing
device, the communication terminal, the image processing system, and the image management system in the present
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embodiment.
[0032] The hardware configuration of the photographing device 1 will first be described using FIG. 10. FIG. 10 is a
hardware configuration diagram of the photographing device. While the photographing device 1 is assumed to be an
omnidirectional photographing device using two image pickup devices in the description below, the photographing device
1 may have three or more, or any number of image pickup devices, and need not be a device dedicated for omnidirectional
photographing.
[0033] As illustrated in FIG. 10, the photographing device 1 is composed of an image capturing unit 101, an image
processing unit 104, an image capturing control unit 105, a central processing unit (CPU) 111, a read-only memory
(ROM) 112, a static random access memory (SRAM) 113, a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 114, the operating
unit 115, a network I/F 116, a communication unit 117, and an antenna 117a.
[0034] The image capturing unit 101 is equipped with the wide-angle  lenses (what are called fisheye lenses) 102a
and 102b each having an angle of view of 180 degrees or more for capturing a hemispherical image, and the two image
pickup devices 103a and 103b corresponding to the respective wide-angle lenses. The image pickup devices 103a and
103b each contain an image sensor, such as a complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor or a charge
coupled device (CCD) sensor, that converts an optical image formed by the wide-angle lens into image data of electric
signals and outputs the image data, a timing generation circuit that generates signals such as horizontal or vertical
synchronizing signals and pixel clock signals of the image sensor, and a register group in which various commands,
parameters, and the like required for operating the image pickup device are set.
[0035] Both of the image pickup devices 103a and 103b of the image capturing unit 101 are connected to the image
processing unit 104 via a parallel I/F bus or a serial I/F bus. Both of the image pickup devices 103a and 103b of the
image capturing unit 101 are, in addition, connected to the image capturing control unit 105 via a serial I/F bus (such as
an I2C bus). The image processing unit 104 and the image capturing control unit 105 are connected to the CPU 111 via
a bus 110. The bus 110 is also connected with the ROM 112, the SRAM 113, the DRAM 114, the operating unit 115,
the network I/F 116, and so on.
[0036] The image processing unit 104 acquires image data output from the image pickup devices 103a and 103b via
the parallel I/F bus, and, after applying predetermined processes to the image data, combines the image data to create
data of the Mercator image such as illustrated in FIG. 4(c).
[0037] The image capturing control unit 105 generally serves as a master device and the image pickup devices 103a
and 103b serve as slave devices, and the image capturing control unit 105 sets, using the I2C bus, commands and the
like in the  register groups of the image pickup devices 103a and 103b. The commands and the like as needed are
received from the CPU 111. The image capturing control unit 105 also uses the I2C bus to acquire status data and the
like of each register group of the image pickup devices 103a and 103b, and sends the acquired data to the CPU 111.
[0038] The image capturing control unit 105 instructs the image pickup devices 103a and 103b to output the image
data at the time when the shutter button of the operating unit 115 is pressed. Some photographing devices have a
preview display function and/or a function to display moving images using a display. In those functions, the image data
is output from the image pickup devices 103a and 103b continuously at a predetermined frame rate (frames per minute).
[0039] The image capturing control unit 105 also serves, in cooperation with the CPU 111, as a synchronization control
unit that synchronizes the output timing of the image data from the image pickup devices 103a and 103b, as will be
described later. While the photographing device in the present embodiment is provided with no display unit, a display
unit may be provided.
[0040] The CPU 111 controls operation of the entire photographing device 1 and executes necessary processing. The
ROM 112 stores various computer programs for the CPU 111. The SRAM 113 and the DRAM 114 are work memories,
which store the programs executed by the CPU 111, data during processing, and the like. Of these two memories, the
DRAM 114 stores image data currently being processed by the image processing unit 104 and the data of the Mercator
image after being processed.
[0041] The operating unit 115 is a collective term for devices such as various operation buttons, a power switch, the
shutter button, and a touch panel having both functions of display and operation input. The user operates the operation
buttons so  as to enter various photographing modes and photographing conditions.
[0042] The network I/F 116 is a collective term for interface circuits (such as a USB I/F) interfacing with devices such
as external media, including an SD card and a USB memory, and a personal computer. The network I/F 116 can also
be a wireless network interface or a wired network interface. The data of the Mercator image stored in the DRAM 114
is recorded into the external medium via the network I/F 116, and/or, as needed, sent to an external device such as the
communication terminal 3 via the network I/F 116 that serves as a network I/F.
[0043] The communication unit 117 communicates with the external device such as the communication terminal 3 via
the antenna 117a, using the short-range wireless technology such as the Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) or Bluetooth (registered
trademark) technology. The communication unit 117 can also send the data of the Mercator image to the external device
of the communication terminal 3.
[0044] Next, the hardware configuration of the communication terminal 3 will be described using FIG. 11. FIG. 11 is
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a hardware configuration diagram of a smartphone serving as the communication terminal.
[0045] As illustrated in FIG. 11, the communication terminal 3 is equipped with a CPU 301 that controls operation of
the entire communication terminal 3; a ROM 302 that stores a basic input/output program; a random access memory
(RAM) 303 used as a work area of the CPU 301; an electrically erasable and programmable ROM (EEPROM) 304 that
reads and writes data according to the control of the CPU 301; a CMOS 305 as an image pickup device that captures
an image of a subject under the control of the CPU 301 to obtain image data; various acceleration/direction sensors 306
including an electromagnetic compass detecting terrestrial magnetism or a  gyrocompass, and an acceleration sensor;
and a media drive 308 that controls reading and writing (storage) of data from/to a recording medium 307 such as a
flash memory. Under the control of the media drive 308, data already recorded in the recording medium 307 is read, or
data is newly written into the recording medium 307, which is configured to be removable.
[0046] The EEPROM 304 stores an operating system (OS), other computer programs, and various types of data
executed by the CPU 301. A CCD may be used instead of the CMOS 305.
[0047] The communication terminal 3 is also equipped with an audio input unit 311 that converts sound into an audio
signal; an audio output unit 312 that converts the audio signal into sound; an antenna 313a; a communication unit 313
that uses the antenna 313a to communicate with the nearby base station 9a using wireless communication signals; a
global positioning systems (GPS) receiving unit 314 that receives GPS signals including position information (latitude,
longitude, and altitude) of the communication terminal 3 from a GPS satellite; the display 315 of liquid crystal or organic
EL that displays an image of a subject and various icons; a touch panel 316 that is mounted on the display 315, that is
constituted by a pressure-sensitive or electrostatic panel, and that detects a touched position on the display 315 touched
by a finger, a touch pen, or the like; and a bus line 310, including an address bus and a data bus, for electrically connecting
the above-described units.
[0048] Note that the audio input unit 311 includes a microphone for receiving sound, and the audio output unit 312
includes a speaker for producing sound.
[0049] Next, the hardware configuration of the image processing system 5 and the image management system 7 will
be described using FIG. 12. FIG. 12 is a hardware configuration diagram of the image processing system 5 and the
image management system  7. Both of the image processing system 5 and the image management system 7 are general
server computers; therefore, only the configuration of the image processing system 5 will be described below, and
description of the configuration of the image management system 7 will be omitted.
[0050] The image processing system 5 is equipped with a CPU 501 that controls operation of the entire image process-
ing system 5; a ROM 502 that stores a computer program, such as an IPL, used for driving the CPU 501; a RAM 503
used as a work area of the CPU 501; an HD 504 that stores various types of data such as computer programs for the
image processing system 5; a hard disk drive (HDD) 505 that controls reading and writing of various types of data from/to
the HD 504 according to the control of the CPU 501; a media drive 507 that controls reading and writing (storage) of
data from/to a recording medium 506 such as a flash memory; a display 508 that displays various types of information
such as a cursor, menus, windows, characters, and images; a network I/F 509 for data communication using the com-
munication network 9; a keyboard 511 provided with a plurality of keys for entering characters, numeric values, various
instructions, and the like; a mouse 512 used for selecting or executing various instructions, selecting an object to be
processed, moving a cursor, and the like; a compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM) drive 514 that controls reading
and writing of various types of data from/to a CD-ROM 513 as an example of a removable recording medium; and a bus
line 510, including an address bus and a data bus, for electrically connecting the above-described constituent elements
as illustrated in FIG. 12.

Functional Configurations of Embodiment

[0051] Next, functional configurations of the present embodiment will be described using FIG. 13. FIG. 13 is a functional
block diagram of the communication terminal 3, the image  processing system 5, and the image management system
7 that constitute a part of the image sharing system of the present embodiment. In FIG. 13, the communication terminal
3, the image processing system 5, and the image management system 7 can communicate data via the communication
network 9.

Functional Configuration of Communication Terminal

[0052] As illustrated in FIG. 13, the communication terminal 3 includes a transmission/reception unit 31, an operation
input accepting unit 32, a creation unit 33, a display control unit 34, and a storage/extraction unit 39. Each of these units
is a function or means implemented by operation of any of the constituent elements illustrated in FIG. 11 driven by
commands from the CPU 301 according to the programs for the communication terminal 3 that are loaded from the
ROM 302 or the EEPROM 304 and deployed in the RAM 303.
[0053] The communication terminal 3 also includes a storage unit 3000 built up with the ROM 302, the RAM 303, and
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the EEPROM 304 illustrated in FIG. 11. In the storage unit 3000, there is established a predetermined-region management
database (DB) 3001 that is composed of a predetermined-region management table to be described later. The storage
unit 3000 stores therein the data of the photographed image (Mercator image), the selection images, and thumbnails.

Predetermined-region Management Table

[0054] FIG. 14 is a conceptual diagram illustrating the predetermined-region management table. The predetermined-
region management table manages predetermined-region management information. The predetermined-region man-
agement information includes thumbnail identification information for identifying a thumbnail, image identification infor-
mation for identifying a full spherical panoramic image, the predetermined-region information for specifying a predeter-
mined region in the full spherical panoramic image, and a plurality of types of related information related to the prede-
termined region, in a manner corresponding to each other.
[0055] Among these types of information, the thumbnail identification information is, for example, a thumbnail ID for
identifying a thumbnail. The thumbnail identification information may be, instead of the thumbnail ID, a file name of a
thumbnail if the file name can uniquely specify the thumbnail.
[0056] The image identification information is, for example, an image ID for identifying a full spherical panoramic image.
The image identification information may be, instead of the image ID, another identifier such as a file name if the identifier
can uniquely specify the image.
[0057] The related information includes, for example, a "specification date" indicating the date when a user specified
the predetermined-region image in the full spherical panoramic image, a "specifying user’s name" indicating the user
who specified the predetermined-region image, and a "scene" indicating the scene of the predetermined-region image.
The related information may include, as another example, in addition to the date of specification of the predetermined-
region image in the full spherical panoramic image, the time of the specification, the location where the photographed
image was taken, and other information.

Configurations of Functions of Communication Terminal

[0058] Next, configurations of functions of the communication terminal 3 will be described more in detail using FIGS.
11 and 13.
[0059] The transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3 is mainly implemented by processing by
the communication unit 313 and the CPU 301 illustrated in FIG. 11, and sends and receives various types of data (or
information) to/from the image processing system 5 and the image management  system 7 via the communication
network 9.
[0060] The operation input accepting unit 32 is mainly implemented by processing of the touch panel 316 and the
CPU 301, and accepts various types of selection and input from the user.
[0061] The creation unit 33 is mainly implemented by processing of the CPU 301. Based on the predetermined-region
image in the full spherical panoramic image identified by the image identification information extracted by the storage/
extraction unit 39 (the predetermined-region image specified in the predetermined-region information extracted by the
storage/extraction unit 39), the creation unit 33 creates a thumbnail for the predetermined-region image, and also creates
the thumbnail identification information for identifying the created thumbnail. The creation unit 33 also associates the
thumbnail with the thumbnail identification information.
[0062] Furthermore, based on the type of related information of the predetermined-region management information
managed by the predetermined-region management DB 3001, the creation unit 33 creates a related information selection
menu to be described later. In the case, for example, of creating the related information selection menu indicating the
specifying users’ names, the creation unit 33 extracts the specifying users’ names from the related information, and
creates a related information selection menu indicating the specifying users’ names such as illustrated in FIG. 29A to
be described later.
[0063] The display control unit 34 is mainly implemented by processing of the CPU 301, and controls the display 315
to display various images, characters, and the like. For example, in a full spherical panoramic image identified by the
image identification information corresponding to predetermined related information that is selected by the user and
accepted by the operation input accepting unit 32, the display control  unit 34 controls the display 315 to display the
thumbnail for the predetermined-region image that is specified by the predetermined-region information corresponding
to the selected and accepted predetermined related information.
[0064] The display control unit 34 also controls the display 315 to display the predetermined-region image correspond-
ing to the thumbnail selected at the operation input accepting unit 32.
[0065] The display control unit 34 further controls the display 315 to display, on the predetermined-region image
displayed on the display 315, a related information selection menu (specification date selection menu) 3141 for selecting
the date of specification of the predetermined-region image, as illustrated in FIG. 27 to be described later. In this case,
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the storage/extraction unit 39 reads data of the specification date selection menu stored in advance in the storage unit
3000, so that the display control unit 34 can control the display 315 to display the specification date selection menu.
[0066] The storage/extraction unit 39 stores various types of data (or information) in the storage unit 3000, and extracts
the various types of data (or information) from the storage unit 3000. The storage/extraction unit 39 records into and
extracts from the storage unit 3000 the data such as the photographed image (Mercator image), the selection images,
and the thumbnails. The storage/extraction unit 39, for example, searches the predetermined-region management DB
3001 based on the predetermined related information accepted by the operation input accepting unit 32 so as to extract
the image identification information and the predetermined-region information corresponding to the predetermined related
information. In this case, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display the thumbnails for the predeter-
mined-region images specified by the predetermined-region information extracted by the storage/extraction unit 39,  in
the full spherical panoramic image identified by the image identification information extracted by the storage/extraction
unit 39.

Functional Configuration of Image Processing System

[0067] Next, a functional configuration of the image processing system 5 will be described in detail using FIG. 13. The
image processing system 5 includes a transmission/reception unit 51, a scene setting unit 52, and a storage/extraction
unit 59. Each of these units is a function or means implemented by operation of any of the constituent elements illustrated
in FIG. 12 driven by commands from the CPU 501 according to the programs for the image processing system 5 that
are loaded from the HD 504 and deployed in the RAM 503.
[0068] The image processing system 5 also includes a storage unit 5000 built up with the RAM 503 and the HD 504
illustrated in FIG. 12. The storage unit 5000 stores therein various types of data (or information).

Configurations of Functions of Image Processing System

[0069] Next, configurations of functions of the image processing system 5 will be described in detail using FIGS. 12
and 13.
[0070] The transmission/reception unit 51 of the image processing system 5 is mainly implemented by processing of
the network I/F 509 and the CPU 501 illustrated in FIG. 12, and sends and receives various types of data (or information)
to/from the communication terminal 3 and the image management system 7 via the communication network 9.
[0071] Based on information such as colors and lightness of the predetermined-region image in the full spherical
panoramic image, the scene setting unit 52 determines which scene of a figure, landscape, structure, and others is
represented by the predetermined-region image, and sets an optimal scene for the predetermined-region image. This
method for setting a scene is performed based on color information and shape information  in the full spherical panoramic
image by using a general automatic scene recognition function used in a digital camera.
[0072] The storage/extraction unit 59 stores various types of data (or information) in the storage unit 5000, and extracts
the various types of data (or information) from the storage unit 5000.

Functional Configuration of Image Management System

[0073] Next, a functional configuration of the image management system 7 will be described in detail using FIGS. 12
and 13. The image management system 7 includes a transmission/reception unit 71, a management unit 72, and a
storage/extraction unit 79. Each of these units is a function or means implemented by operation of any of the constituent
elements illustrated in FIG. 12 driven by commands from the CPU 501 according to the programs for the image man-
agement system 7 that are loaded from the HD 504 and deployed in the RAM 503.
[0074] The image management system 7 also includes a storage unit 7000 built up with the RAM 503 and the HD 504
illustrated in FIG. 12. In the storage unit 7000, there is established an image management DB 7001 that is composed
of an image management table to be described later. In the storage unit 7000, there is also established a predetermined-
region management DB 7002 that is composed of a predetermined-region management table to be described later.

Image Management Table

[0075] FIG. 15 is a conceptual diagram illustrating the image management table. The image management table man-
ages image management information. The image management information includes image identification information for
identifying the full spherical panoramic image (photographed image) and auxiliary information serving as metadata of
this full spherical panoramic image and the like, in a manner  corresponding to each other.
[0076] Of these types of information, the image identification information is the same information as the image iden-
tification information illustrated in FIG. 14. The auxiliary information includes "disclosure information" indicating whether
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the user discloses the image in the image sharing system of the present embodiment, a "photographed image data size
(MB)", a "shooting date/time of photographed image", and a "number of attention points". Here, an "O" mark at the
disclosure information indicates that the image is disclosed whereas an "X" mark indicates that the image is not disclosed.
The number of attention points refers to the number of the attention points set in one full spherical panoramic image as
illustrated in FIG. 8B. The auxiliary information may include, as another example, in addition to the date/time of shooting
of the photographed image, the location where the photographed image was taken and other information.

Predetermined-region Management Table

[0077] FIG. 16 is a conceptual diagram illustrating the predetermined-region management table. Note that the prede-
termined-region management table illustrated in FIG. 16 is used for managing the photographed images uploaded by
the users whereas the predetermined-region management table illustrated in FIG. 14 is used for locally managing the
photographed image on the communication terminal 3 individually by the user.

Configurations of Functions of Image Management System

[0078] Next, configurations of functions of the image management system 7 will be described in detail using FIG. 13.
[0079] The transmission/reception unit 71 of the image management system 7 is mainly implemented by processing
of the network I/F 509 and the CPU 501 illustrated in FIG. 12, and  sends and receives various types of data (or information)
to/from the communication terminal 3 and the image processing system 5 via the communication network 9.
[0080] The management unit 72 adds the image identification information into the header of a photographed image
sent from the communication terminal 3 to manage the photographed image in the image management system 7.
[0081] The storage/extraction unit 79 stores various types of data (or information) in the storage unit 7000, and extracts
the various types of data (or information) from the storage unit 7000.

Processing and Operation of Embodiment

[0082] Next, processing and operation of the present embodiment will be described using FIGS. 17 to 25. A process
of uploading the photographed image will first be described using FIG. 17. FIG. 17 is a sequence diagram illustrating
the process of uploading the photographed image.
[0083] As illustrated in FIG. 17, the photographing device 1 combines the two hemispherical images illustrated in FIG.
4(a) and FIG. 4(b) to create the photographed image (Mercator image) illustrated in FIG. 4(c), and further creates the
selection image from the photographed image (Step S1), as illustrated in FIGS. 5.
[0084] Then, the communication terminal 3a requests the selection image from the photographing device 1 (Step S2).
This causes the photographing device 1 to send, to the communication terminal 3a, the selection image created at Step
S1 above and the image ID of a photographed image on which the selection image is based (Step S3). As a result, the
transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3a receives the selection image and the image ID.
[0085] Then, the display control unit 34 of the communication terminal 3a controls the display 315 illustrated in FIG.
11 to  display the selection image, and prompts the user A to select the selection image (Step S4). When, in response,
the user A selects a portion of the selection image on the touch panel of the display 315, the operation input accepting
unit 32 accepts the selection (Step S5). This causes the transmission/reception unit 31 to request the photographed
image on which the selection image is based from the photographing device 1 (Step S6). In this case, the transmission/
reception unit 31 sends the image ID sent in at Step S3 above back to the photographing device 1, so that the desired
photographed image is specified. Thus, the photographing device 1 accepts the request for the photographed image.
[0086] Then, the photographing device 1 sends, to the communication terminal 3a, the photographed image for which
the request is accepted at Step S6 above and the auxiliary information such as the metadata of the photographed image
(Step S7). As a result, the transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3a receives the photographed
image and the auxiliary information.
[0087] Then, the display control unit 34 of the communication terminal 3a controls the display 315 to display thereon
the photographed image (Step S8). This allows the user A to confirm the photographed image to be uploaded to the
image management system 7.
[0088] Then, if the user A uploads the photographed image, the transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication
terminal 3a sends the photographed image to the image management system 7 (Step S9). At this time, the auxiliary
information of the photographed image is also sent with the photographed image. As a result, the transmission/reception
unit 71 of the image management system 7 receives the photographed image and the auxiliary information thereof.
[0089] Then, in order to manage the photographed image received at Step S7 in the image management system 7,
the management unit 72 of the image management system 7 adds the image identification information into the header
of the photographed image (Step S10). Note that the image identification information is an ID that is different from the
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image ID sent and received at Steps S3 and S6 above, and that is added for independently managing the photographed
image in the image management system 7.
[0090] Then, the storage/extraction unit 79 stores, in the image management DB 7001, the same image identification
information as the image identification information added to the photographed image and the auxiliary information re-
ceived at Step S9 above, in a manner corresponding to each other as the image management information (Step S11).
[0091] Then, the management unit 72 creates a shared selection image from the photographed image, and adds the
same image identification information as the image identification information added at Step S10 above into the header
of the data of the shared selection image (Step S12). Note that the shared selection image is an image that is selected
by the user before the user downloads a desired photographed image from the image management system 7 to specify
the photographed image to be downloaded. The shared selection image is illustrated in FIG. 19, and will be further
described later. The shared selection image is created, for example, using the same method as that of being illustrated
at Step S1 above and FIG. 5.
[0092] Then, the storage/extraction unit 79 stores, in the storage unit 7000 (Step S13), the photographed image to
which the image identification information is added at Step S10 above and the shared selection image to which the
image identification information is added at Step S11 above. This  means that the image management information
managed in the image management DB 7001 is associated with the photographed image and the shared selection
image managed in the storage unit 7000 through the same image identification information.
[0093] Next, using FIG. 18, a description will be made of a process in which the communication terminal 3b downloads
the photographed image and the predetermined-region management information. FIG. 18 is a sequence diagram illus-
trating the process of downloading the photographed image and the predetermined-region management information.
[0094] First, the transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3b requests shared selection images
and the image management information from the image management system 7 (Step S21). This causes the transmission/
reception unit 71 of the image management system 7 to accept the request.
[0095] Next, the storage/extraction unit 79 of the image management system 7 reads data of the shared selection
images from the storage unit 7000, and reads the image management information from the image management DB
7001 of the storage unit 7000 (Step S22). Then, the transmission/reception unit 71 sends the shared selection images
and the image management information read at Step S22 above to the communication terminal 3b that is the source of
the request (Step S23). As a result, the transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3b receives the
shared selection images and the image management information. Then, the storage/extraction unit 39 of the commu-
nication terminal 3b stores the shared selection images and the image management information received at Step S23
above in the storage unit 3000 (Step S24).
[0096] Then, based on the shared selection images and the image management information, the creation unit 33 of
the communication terminal 3b creates a shared image selection  list for selection of the photographed image (Step
S25). Then, the display control unit 34 of the communication terminal 3b controls the display 315 of the communication
terminal 3b to display this shared image selection list SL as illustrated in FIG. 19(a) so as to prompt the user B to select
a shared selection image CE (Step S26). Note that, as illustrated in FIG. 19(a), the shared image selection list SL shows
the shared selection image CE with the image management information attached thereto. For example, buildings in a
commercial area are displayed as the shared selection image CE, and the shooting date/time (2011/09/20, 11:21), the
photographed image data size (13.1 MB), and the number of attention points set (0) are displayed as the image man-
agement information.
[0097] Next, when the user B selects the desired shared selection image CE, the operation input accepting unit 32 of
the communication terminal 3b accepts the selection (Step S27). Then, the transmission/reception unit 31 of the com-
munication terminal 3b sends the image identification information added to the shared selection image CE selected at
Step S27 above to the image management system 7 (Step S28). As a result, the transmission/reception unit 71 of the
image management system 7 receives the image identification information.
[0098] Then, the storage/extraction unit 79 of the image management system 7 reads, from the storage unit 7000, the
photographed image to which the same image identification information as the image identification information received
above is added (Step S29). Furthermore, the storage/extraction unit 79 reads, from the predetermined-region manage-
ment DB 7002 of the storage unit 7000, the predetermined-region management information that includes the same
image identification information as the image identification information received above (Step S30). In the  image man-
agement system 7, based on the "disclosure" attribute in the auxiliary information of the image management information
managed by the image management DB 7001, the management unit determines before Step S29 above that the process
of Steps S29 and S30 above need not be executed if the attribute indicates nondisclosure (if an "X" mark is given).
[0099] Next, the transmission/reception unit 71 sends, to the communication terminal 3b, the photographed image
read at Step S29 above and the predetermined-region management information read at Step S30 above (Step S31).
As a result, the transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3b receives the photographed image and
the predetermined-region management information, and thus the downloading of the photographed image is terminated.
Note that no attention point has yet been set in the photographed image received by the communication terminal 3b, so
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that the predetermined-region management information contains nothing (is empty).
[0100] Then, the storage/extraction unit 39 of the communication terminal 3b stores the photographed image down-
loaded at Step S31 above in the storage unit 3000, and also stores the predetermined-region management information
downloaded at Step S31 above in the predetermined-region management DB 3001 of the storage unit 1000 (Step S32).
[0101] Then, the creation unit 33 of the communication terminal 3b creates a full spherical panoramic image such as
illustrated in FIG. 6 based on the photographed image, and the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 of the
communication terminal 3b to display the full spherical panoramic image (Step S33).
[0102] Here, when the user B operates the communication terminal 3b, using the touch panel 316, to enlarge the full
spherical panoramic image displayed on the display 315, the operation input accepting unit 32 accepts the operation of
the user B to  cause the display control unit 34 to enlarge and display a part of the full spherical panoramic image as a
planar predetermined-region image such as illustrated in FIG. 19(b).
[0103] In FIG. 19(b), the display 315 displays broadly divided areas of a predetermined-region image display area
3110, a thumbnail display area 3120, and a related information selection area 3130. The predetermined-region image
display area 3110 is an area that displays the full spherical panoramic image or the planar predetermined-region image
such as illustrated in FIG. 19(b). The thumbnail display area 3120 is an area that displays thumbnails for the planar
predetermined-region images including attention points set by the user. The related information selection area 3130 is
an area that is used by the user for selection to narrow down the types of the thumbnails, and that displays related
information selection buttons to be described later. The related information selection area 3130 displays a related
information type display button 3130F for displaying the related information selection buttons. When the user selects
the related information type display button 3130F, various related information selection buttons to be described later are
displayed.
[0104] Next, using FIG. 20, a description will be made of a case in which the user B sets a predetermined region
including attention points and registers the predetermined region in the image management system 7. FIG. 20 is a
sequence diagram illustrating the process of setting and registering the predetermined region by the user.
[0105] The communication terminal 3b performs the setting process of the predetermined region including the attention
points (Step S41). Here, Step S41 will be described more in detail using FIGS. 21 and 22. FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating
the setting process of the predetermined region. FIG. 22 is a screen example illustrating the setting process of the
predetermined region.
[0106] First, as illustrated in FIG. 22, when the user B presses and holds the attention point AP1 that is a position that
attracts the attention of the user B in the predetermined-region image (partial image P), the operation input accepting
unit 32 accepts the attention point AP1 (Step S41-1).
[0107] Next, as illustrated in FIG. 22, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display a selection frame
3113 centered at the attention point AP1 that has been pressed and held (Step S41-2). Note that the perimeter of the
selection frame 3113 is masked so as to distinguish the selection frame 3113.
[0108] Then, when the user B adjusts the selection frame 3113, the operation input accepting unit 32 accepts the
adjustment of the selection frame (Step S41-3). This adjustment of the selection frame 3113 changes the coordinates
and the angle of view of the virtual camera illustrated in FIG. 7.
[0109] Then, when the user B presses a predetermined-region determination button 3111, the operation input accepting
unit 32 accepts the setting of the region after being adjusted at Step S41-3 above as an attention region (Step S41-4).
This causes the storage/extraction unit 39 to store the predetermined-region management information on the attention
region accepted at Step S41-4 above in the predetermined-region management DB 3001 (Step S41-5). This communi-
cation terminal uses the predetermined-region management information to specify the predetermined region of the
photographed image to be managed and to generate a thumbnail. This communication terminal also generates thumbnail
identification information corresponding to the generated thumbnail, and stores, in the predetermined-region manage-
ment DB 3001, the thumbnail and the thumbnail identification information in such a manner as to  correspond to the
predetermined-region management information.
[0110] At this time, the image identification information, the predetermined-region information, and the related infor-
mation except the scene are stored among the types of predetermined-region management information such as illustrated
in FIG. 14. Specifically, the image identification information is the image ID of the photographed image managed in the
communication terminal 3. The predetermined-region information is the coordinates and the angle of view of the virtual
camera that are set at Step S41-4 above. The related information is the date/time when the predetermined-region image
was specified by setting the predetermined region including the attention point at Step S41-4 above and the name of
the user B (who specified the predetermined region) set at Step S41-4 above, and does not include the scene of the
attention region. An attention point display/nondisplay switching button 3112 is a button for switching between display
and nondisplay of the attention point to be described later.
[0111] Next, referring back to FIG. 20, the transmission/reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3b sends, to
the image processing system 5, the predetermined-region management information and the thumbnail identification
information stored at Step S41-5 above (Step S42). As a result, the transmission/reception unit 51 of the image processing
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system 5 receives the predetermined-region management information and the thumbnail identification information.
[0112] Then, the image processing system 5 sends the image identification information in the predetermined-region
management information received at Step S42 above to the image management system 7 so as to request a photographed
image corresponding to the image identification information (Step  S43). As a result, the transmission/reception unit 71
of the image management system 7 receives the image identification information and accepts the request for the pho-
tographed image corresponding to the image identification information.
[0113] Then, the storage/extraction unit 79 in the image management system 7 reads, from the storage unit 7000, the
photographed image to which the image identification information received at Step S43 above is added (Step S44).
Then, the transmission/reception unit 71 sends the photographed image read at Step S44 above to the image processing
system 5 (Step S45). As a result, the transmission/reception unit 51 of the image processing system 5 receives the
photographed image.
[0114] Then, based on the predetermined-region information of the predetermined-region management information
received at Step S42 above and on the photographed image received at Step S45 above, the scene setting unit 52 in
the image processing system 5 sets a scene of the predetermined region set at Step S41-4 above (Step S46). Specifically,
based on the photographed image and the predetermined-region information, and based on the information such as
colors and lightness of the predetermined-region image in the photographed image, the scene setting unit 52 determines
which scene of a figure, landscape, structure, and others is represented by the predetermined region, and sets an optimal
scene for the predetermined-region image. Note that the communication terminals 3b and 3c receive the information of
the already set scene from the image management system 7 when the communication terminals 3b and 3c next access
the image management system 7 and execute the process of Steps from S21 to S31 to receive the predetermined-
region management information.
[0115] Then, the transmission/reception unit 51 of the image  processing system 5 sends, to the image management
system 7, the predetermined-region management information including the scene determined at Step S46 above and
the thumbnail identification information (Step S47). As a result, the transmission/reception unit 71 of the image man-
agement system 7 receives the predetermined-region management information and the thumbnail identification infor-
mation.
[0116] Then, the storage/extraction unit 79 of the image management system 7 stores the predetermined-region
management information and the thumbnail identification information received at Step S47 above in the predetermined-
region management DB 7002 so as to add new pieces of predetermined-region management information and thumbnail
identification information (Step S48).
[0117] Next, using FIG. 23, a description will be made of a case in which, after the user B illustrated in FIG. 1 sets the
attention region, the user C downloads, as illustrated in FIG. 18, the photographed image, the predetermined-region
management information, and the thumbnail identification information from the image management system 7. In FIG.
23, (a) and (b) are screen examples illustrating the setting process of the predetermined region, and (a) illustrates the
screen for the user C corresponds to FIG. 19B illustrating the screen for the user B, and (b) illustrates the screen for the
user C corresponds to FIG. 22 illustrating the screen for the user B.
[0118] In FIG. 23(a), the attention point AP1 set by the user B is displayed in a certain position in the predetermined-
region image (partial image P). The thumbnail T1 for the predetermined-region image including the attention point AP1
set by the user B is displayed in the thumbnail display area 3120. At the upper right corner in the thumbnail T1, there is
displayed the number of comments entered by the users of the  image sharing system of the present embodiment who
have browsed this predetermined-region image.
[0119] The thumbnail is an image created by the creation unit 33 of the communication terminal 3c of the user C. The
creation unit 33 creates the thumbnail based on the photographed image and the predetermined-region management
information downloaded by the user C at Step S31 above. Specifically, based on the predetermined-region information
in the predetermined-region management information received together with the downloaded photographed image, the
creation unit 33 determines the coordinates and the angle of view of the virtual camera IC in the full spherical panoramic
image based on the photographed image as illustrated in FIG. 7, and reduces the size of the predetermined-region
image in the predetermined region T in this case. Thus, the creation unit 33 creates the thumbnail. The created thumbnail
is then associated with the thumbnail identification information that is already received.
[0120] Then, when the user C wants to add a new attention point, the user C designates the attention point AP2
illustrated in FIG. 23(b) and sets the perimeter of the attention point AP2 as a predetermined-region, so that the same
process as that of being illustrated in FIGS. 20 and 21 is executed.
[0121] As described above, the various users using the image sharing system set the attention regions, so that the
users can know the places attracting attentions of other users. This brings about an effect that the users can quickly
browse the places attracting attentions of other users.
[0122] However, setting multiple attention points (predetermined regions) can confuse a user who intends to browse
the predetermined-region image. Therefore, using FIGS. 24 to 34, a description will be made below of a process in which
the user D illustrated in FIG. 1 narrows down the multiple thumbnails to a desired thumbnail using the communication
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terminal 3d. FIG. 24 is a diagram displaying the multiple attention points. FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating the process
of narrowing down the number of the thumbnails.
[0123] First, in the same manner as the users B and C did, the user D displays a predetermined-region image such
as illustrated in FIG. 24 on the display 315 of the communication terminal 3d, based on the photographed image and
the predetermined-region management information downloaded at Step S31. The attention points AP1, AP2, AP3, AP4,
and so on are displayed in the predetermined-region image. In this state, no thumbnail is displayed in the thumbnail
display area 3120.
[0124] Here, suppose that the user D presses the related information type display button (Filter button) 3130F in FIG.
24 to narrow down the attention points (predetermined region images) to a desired type of predetermined-region image.
Then, the operation input accepting unit 32 accepts the pressing (Step S101), as illustrated in FIG. 25. This causes the
display control unit 34 to control the display 315 to display a related information type selection button (Date button here)
3131, a related information type selection button (User button here) 3132, and a related information type selection button
(Scene button here) 3133 in the related information selection area 3130 (Step S102), as illustrated in FIG. 26. FIG. 26
is a diagram illustrating the related information type selection buttons.
[0125] Next, when the user D presses any one of the above-mentioned three buttons 3131, 3132, and 3133, the
operation input accepting unit 32 accepts the selection of one of the three buttons 3131, 3132, and 3133 (Step S103).
The operation input accepting unit 32 also determines whether the related information type selection button (Date button)
3131 is accepted (Step S104).
[0126] If Step S104 determines that the related information type  selection button (Date button) 3131 is pressed "YES",
the storage/extraction unit 39 reads the data of the specification date selection menu stored in advance in the storage
unit 3000 (Step S105). Then, as illustrated in FIG. 27, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display the
related information selection menu (specification date selection menu here) 3141 on the predetermined-region image
(Step S106). FIG. 27 is a diagram illustrating the specification date selection menu indicating specification dates of
predetermined-region images, and is an example of the related information selection menu.
[0127] Next, when the user D presses a desired date, the operation input accepting unit 32 accepts the selection of
the date when the predetermined-region image is specified (Step S107). Then, the storage/extraction unit 39 searches
the predetermined-region management DB 3001 using the information of the date accepted at Step S107 as a search
key so as to extract predetermined-region management information including the related information whose value of the
specification date is the same as the accepted date, and thus narrows down the predetermined-region management
information (Step S108).
[0128] Then, using the predetermined-region information of the predetermined-region management information ex-
tracted at Step S108 above, the creation unit 33 applies the method illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8A to specify a predeter-
mined-region image for a photographed image indicated by the image identification information of the predetermined-
region management information extracted at Step S108 above, and creates a thumbnail from the predetermined-region
image (Step S109). The creation unit 33 also creates thumbnails for all pieces of the predetermined-region management
information that include the related information whose values of the specification dates are the same as the date accepted
at Step  S107 above. At this time, for identification of the created thumbnails, the creation unit 33 associates the created
thumbnails with the thumbnail identification information that is already received.
[0129] Then, as illustrated in FIG. 28, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display all of the thumbnails
created by the creation unit 33 in the thumbnail display area 3120, and thus updates the display of the thumbnail display
area 3120 (Step S110). FIG. 28 is a diagram illustrating the thumbnails.
[0130] If Step S104 does not determine that the related information type selection button (Date button) 3131 is pressed
"NO", the storage/extraction unit 39 reads, from the predetermined-region management DB 3001, the related information
indicating names related to a button selected out of the related information type selection button (User button) 3132 and
the related information type selection button (Scene button) 3133 (Step S111). For example, if Step S103 above accepts
the related information type selection button (User button) 3132, all names in the attribute (field) of specifying user’s
name are read. If Step S103 above accepts the related information type selection button (Scene button) 3133, all names
in the attribute (field) of scene are read.
[0131] Next, based on the names read at Step S111 above, the creation unit 33 creates a related information selection
menu (Step S112). For example, if Step S103 above has selected the related information type selection button (User
button) 3132, the creation unit 33 creates a related information selection menu (specifying user’s name selection menu)
3142 that indicates names of specifying users who specified the predetermined-region images, as illustrated in FIG. 29
(a). If Step S103 above has selected the related information type selection button (Scene button) 3133, the creation unit
33  creates a related information selection menu (scene selection menu) 3143 that indicates scenes of the predetermined-
region images, as illustrated in FIG. 29(b).
[0132] FIG. 29(a) is a diagram illustrating the specifying user’s name selection menu indicating the names of the users
specifying the predetermined-region images, and is an example of the related information selection menu. FIG. 29(b)
is a diagram illustrating the scene selection menu indicating the scenes of the predetermined-region images, and is an
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example of the related information selection menu.
[0133] Next, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display the related information selection menu
created at Step S312 above (Step S113). Thereafter, the same process as that of Step S107 above is executed, and
thus, description thereof will be omitted.
[0134] Next, a process of displaying a predetermined-region image will be described using FIGS. 30 and 34. FIG. 30
is a flowchart illustrating the process of displaying a predetermined-region image. FIG. 34 is a diagram illustrating a
predetermined-region image corresponding to a thumbnail.
[0135] First, suppose that the user D presses a desired thumbnail among the thumbnails displayed at Step S110
above. Then, the operation input accepting unit 32 accepts the selection of the thumbnail (Step S201). Then, based on
the thumbnail identification information of the thumbnail accepted at Step S201 above, the storage/extraction unit 39
searches the predetermined-region management table (refer to FIG. 14) to read corresponding predetermined-region
information (Step S202).
[0136] Next, as illustrated in FIG. 31, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display a predetermined-
region image that is obtained by keeping the (x, y) parameters of the predetermined-region information for the prede-
termined-region  image illustrated in FIG. 28 unchanged while gradually changing the angle of view of the virtual camera
IC to a predetermined angle of view (Step S203). FIG. 31 is a diagram illustrating the predetermined-region image having
the predetermined angle of view. Here, the angle of view of the predetermined-region image illustrated in FIG. 31 is
larger than the angle of view of the predetermined-region image illustrated in FIG. 28, and thus allows the user to view
a wider range.
[0137] Then, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display a predetermined-region image illustrated
in FIG. 31 that is obtained by keeping the angle of view of the predetermined-region image illustrated in FIG. 31 unchanged
while centering the predetermined-region image at the (x, y) parameters of the predetermined-region information read
at Step S202 above (Step S204).
[0138] Then, the display control unit 34 gradually reduces the angle of view of the virtual camera IC while keeping the
(x, y) parameters of the predetermined-region information for the predetermined-region image illustrated in FIG. 32
unchanged so as to display a predetermined-region image such as illustrated in FIG. 33, and further reduces the angle
of view to display the predetermined-region image (partial image P1) such as illustrated in FIG. 34 (Step S205). FIGS.
32 and 33 are diagrams illustrating the predetermined-region images displayed before the predetermined-region image
corresponding to the thumbnail is displayed. FIG. 34 is a diagram illustrating the predetermined-region image corre-
sponding to the thumbnail.

Main Effects of Present Embodiment

[0139] As described above, in the present embodiment, the communication terminal 3 can display the thumbnails for
the predetermined-region images in the panoramic image and to  accept the selection of a predetermined thumbnail so
as to display the predetermined-region image corresponding to the accepted thumbnail in the panoramic image. This
brings about an effect that the user can easily find a desired panoramic image or a desired predetermined-region image
in the panoramic image.
[0140] In addition, when there are a plurality of full spherical panoramic images (photographed images) or a plurality
of predetermined-region images (attention points), the user can narrow down the thumbnails to the desired thumbnail
and then specify the predetermined-region image. Therefore, the user can be less confused when browsing the prede-
termined-region image. This brings about an effect that the user can easily find a desired full spherical panoramic image
or a desired predetermined-region image in the full spherical panoramic image.

Second Embodiment

[0141] Next, a second embodiment of the present invention will be described using FIGS. 35 and 36. While the image
processing system 5 sets the scene in the first embodiment described above, a communication terminal 3’ sets the
scene in the present embodiment.

Hardware Configurations of Embodiment

[0142] The hardware configurations of the present embodiment are the same as those of the first embodiment, and
thus description thereof will be omitted.

Functional Configuration of Embodiment

[0143] Next, a functional configuration of the present embodiment will be described using FIG. 35. FIG. 35 is a functional
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block diagram of the communication terminal according to the present embodiment. While the image processing system
5 includes the scene setting unit 52 in the  first embodiment as illustrated in FIG. 13, the present embodiment differs
from the first embodiment in that the communication terminal 3’ includes a scene setting unit 35 as illustrated in FIG.
35. Other functional configurations are the same as those of the first embodiment; therefore, the same functions will be
given the same signs, and description thereof will be omitted.
[0144] The scene setting unit 35 of the present embodiment is a function or means implemented by operation of any
of the constituent elements illustrated in FIG. 10 driven by commands from the CPU 111 according to the programs for
the communication terminal 3’ that are loaded from the SRAM 113 and deployed in the DRAM 114. The scene setting
unit 35 sets, based on the data of the photographed image stored in the storage unit 3000 of the communication terminal
3’, which scene of a figure, landscape, structure, and others is represented by the photographed image. The method
for this setting is the same as that of the processing by the scene setting unit 52 in the first embodiment.

Processing and Operation of Embodiment

[0145] Next, processing and operation of the present embodiment will be described using FIGS. 20 to 22, and 36.
FIG. 36 is a screen example illustrating a setting process of a predetermined region in the present embodiment.
[0146] In the first embodiment, as illustrated in FIG. 21, the communication terminal 3 does not set the scene of the
predetermined-region image, but the image processing system 5 sets the scene of the predetermined-region image as
illustrated at Step S46 of FIG. 20. However, in the present embodiment, the communication terminal 3’ sets the scene
of the predetermined-region image between Steps S41-4 and S41-5 of FIG. 21.
[0147] In the present embodiment, in the same manner as in the  first embodiment, after the setting of the predetermined
region (attention point) is accepted in FIG. 22, the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 to display a scene
selection menu 3114 for accepting a selection of a scene from the user in the predetermined-region image display area
3110, as illustrated in FIG. 36. The scene selection menu 3114 displays buttons for the user to select any one of the
scenes of a figure, landscape, structure, and others. The operation input accepting unit 32 recognizes that any one of
the buttons is pressed, and the scene setting unit eventually sets a scene.
[0148] While the predetermined-region management information except the scene is stored in the predetermined-
region management DB 3001, as illustrated at Step 41-5 of FIG. 21 in the first embodiment, the predetermined-region
management information including the scene is stored in the predetermined-region management DB 3001 in the present
embodiment. The predetermined-region management information including the scene is sent from the communication
terminal 3’ to the image management system 7, directly or via the image processing system 5, so as to be stored by the
image management system 7 in the predetermined-region management DB 7002 in the same manner as at Step S48
of FIG. 20, and to be managed by the image management system 7. As a result, the predetermined-region management
information including the scene is managed in the image sharing system, and thus can be acquired by other users.

Main Effect of Present Embodiment

[0149] As described above, the user can set the scene of the predetermined-region image in the present embodiment.
This brings about an effect, in addition to the effects of the first embodiment, that the user can register the predetermined-
region image, as a scene intended by the user, in the image sharing system.

Third Embodiment

[0150] Next, a third embodiment of the present invention will be described using FIGS. 37 and 38. Thumbnails are
created in the communication terminal 3 in the first embodiment whereas, in the present embodiment, the thumbnails
are created in an image management system 7’, which is a feature of the present embodiment.

Hardware Configurations of Embodiment

[0151] The hardware configurations of the present embodiment are the same as those of the first embodiment, and
thus description thereof will be omitted.

Functional Configuration of Embodiment

[0152] Next, a functional configuration of the present embodiment will be described using FIG. 37. FIG. 37 is a functional
block diagram of the image management system 7’ of the third embodiment. While the communication terminal 3 includes
the creation unit 33 in the first embodiment as illustrated in FIG. 13, the present embodiment differs from the first
embodiment in that the image management system 7’ includes a creation unit 73 as illustrated in FIG. 37. Other functional
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configurations are the same as those of the first embodiment. Therefore, the same functions will be given the same
signs, and description thereof will be omitted.

Configurations of Functions of Image Management System

[0153] Next, configurations of functions of the image management system 7’ will be described in detail using FIG. 37.
The description will be made of only the creation unit 73 that differs from the creation unit of the first embodiment.
[0154] The creation unit 73 is mainly implemented by processing of the CPU 501 illustrated in FIG. 12. Based on the
predetermined-region image in the full spherical panoramic image identified by the predetermined-region management
information (image identification information) read by the  storage/extraction unit 39, the creation unit 73 creates a
thumbnail for the predetermined-region image, and also creates the thumbnail identification information for identifying
the created thumbnail.

Processing and Operation of Embodiment

[0155] Next, processing and operation of the present embodiment will be described using FIGS. 18 and 38. FIG. 38
is a sequence diagram illustrating a process of downloading a photographed image and predetermined-region manage-
ment information in the third embodiment. In the present embodiment, the same process is executed as that of Steps
S21 to S30 of FIG. 18 in the first embodiment; therefore, the process after this process will be described using FIG. 38.
[0156] As illustrated in FIG. 38, based on the predetermined-region image in the full spherical panoramic image
identified by the predetermined-region management information (image identification information) read by the storage/
extraction unit 39, the creation unit 73 creates a thumbnail for the predetermined-region image, and also creates the
thumbnail identification information for identifying the created thumbnail.
[0157] Then, the transmission/reception unit 71 sends the photographed image read at Step S29 illustrated in FIG.
18 and the predetermined-region management information read at Step S30 illustrated in FIG. 18 to the communication
terminal 3b in the same manner as that of Step S31 illustrated in FIG. 18, and in addition, sends the thumbnail and the
thumbnail identification information created at Step S130 illustrated in FIG. 38 (Step S131). As a result, the transmission/
reception unit 31 of the communication terminal 3b receives the photographed image, the thumbnail, the predetermined-
region management information, and the thumbnail identification information, and thus the downloading of the photo-
graphed  image is terminated. Note that the thumbnail identification information created at Step S130 above is associated
with the image identification information, the predetermined-region information, and the related information of the pre-
determined-region management information.
[0158] Then, the storage/extraction unit 39 stores the photographed image and the thumbnail downloaded at Step
S131 illustrated in FIG. 38 in the storage unit 3000, and stores the predetermined-region management information
downloaded at Step S131 above in the predetermined-region management DB 3001 of the storage unit 3000 (Step
S132 illustrated in FIG. 38). The predetermined-region management information stored in the predetermined-region
management DB 3001 constitutes a management table having the same form as that of FIG. 16.
[0159] Then, in the same manner as that of Step S33 illustrated in FIG. 18, the creation unit 33 of the communication
terminal 3b creates a full spherical panoramic image such as illustrated in FIG. 6 based on the photographed image,
and the display control unit 34 controls the display 315 of the communication terminal 3b to display the full spherical
panoramic image (Step S133 illustrated in FIG. 38).

Main Effect of Present Embodiment

[0160] As described above, the image management system 7’ can also create the thumbnail in the present embodiment.
This brings about an effect, in addition to the effects of the first embodiment, that any program for creating the thumbnail
need not be installed on the communication terminals.

Supplement to Embodiments

[0161] The image processing system 5 and the image management system 7 in the above-described embodiments
may be built up with one computer, or may be built up with a plurality of computers arbitrarily assigned with divisions of
the units (functions or means).
[0162] The recording medium such as a CD-ROM storing the programs of the above-described embodiments and the
HD 504 storing the programs can be provided domestically or internationally as a program product.
[0163] While the above-described embodiments manage the predetermined-region management information in the
form of the predetermined-region management table as illustrated in FIG. 16, the present invention is not limited to this,
but the predetermined-region management information may be managed in the form of URLs as illustrated in FIG. 39.
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FIG. 39 is a diagram illustrating a description of link information.
[0164] While the first embodiment creates the thumbnail at Step S109 after narrowing down the predetermined-region
management information at Step S108 in FIG. 25, the present invention is not limited to this. For example, the display
control unit 34 may display all thumbnails with the predetermined-region management information not being narrowed
down by the storage/extraction unit 39.
[0165] As described above, in the present invention, a communication terminal can display thumbnails for predeter-
mined-region images in a panoramic image and accept a selection of a predetermined thumbnail so as to display the
predetermined-region image corresponding to the accepted thumbnail. This brings about an effect that a user can easily
find a desired panoramic image or a desired predetermined-region image in the panoramic image.
[0166] Although the invention has been described with respect to specific embodiments for a complete and clear
disclosure, the appended claims are not to be thus limited but are to be construed as embodying all modifications and
alternative constructions that may occur to one skilled in the art that fairly fall within the basic teaching herein set forth.

Claims

1. A communication terminal (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d) comprising:

a storage unit (3000) configured to store therein predetermined-region information for indicating predetermined
regions in a panoramic image and thumbnail identification information for identifying thumbnails for the prede-
termined-region images indicated by the predetermined-region information, in a manner corresponding to each
other;
a display control unit (34) configured to control a predetermined display unit (315) to display the thumbnails; and
an accepting unit (32) configured to accept a selection of a predetermined thumbnail out of the displayed
thumbnails; wherein
the display control unit (34) controls, based on the thumbnail identification information of the selected thumbnail,
the display unit (315) to display the predetermined-region image indicated by the predetermined-region infor-
mation corresponding to the thumbnail identification information.

2. The communication terminal according to claim 1, wherein
the storage unit (3000) stores therein image identification information for identifying the panoramic image and related
information related to the predetermined regions, in a manner corresponding to the predetermined-region information;
the accepting unit (32) accepts a selection of predetermined related information;
the display control unit (34) controls the display unit (315) to display the thumbnails for the predetermined-region
images indicated by the predetermined-region information corresponding to the predetermined related information
accepted to be selected, in the panoramic image identified by  the image identification information corresponding
to the predetermined related information accepted to be selected;
the accepting unit (32) accepts the selection of the predetermined thumbnail out of the displayed thumbnails; and
the display control unit (34) controls the display unit (315) to display the predetermined-region image indicated by
the predetermined-region information corresponding to the selected thumbnail.

3. The communication terminal according to claim 2, further comprising an extraction unit (39) configured to search
the storage unit (3000) based on the predetermined related information accepted by the accepting unit (22) so as
to extract the image identification information and the predetermined-region information corresponding to the pre-
determined related information, wherein
the display control unit (34) controls the predetermined display unit to display the thumbnails for the predetermined-
region images indicated by the extracted predetermined-region information, in the panoramic image identified by
the extracted image identification information.

4. The communication terminal according to claim 3, further comprising a creation unit (33) configured to create the
thumbnails for the predetermined-region images indicated by the predetermined-region information extracted by
the extraction unit (39), in the panoramic image identified by the image identification information extracted by the
extraction unit (39).

5. The communication terminal according to any one of claims 2 to 4, wherein the accepting unit (32) accepts a selection
of a type of the related information, and further accepts a  selection of predetermined related information with respect
to the accepted type.
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6. The communication terminal according to claim 5, wherein the type of the related information is a specification date
of the predetermined-region image, a name of a user specifying the predetermined-region image, or a scene rep-
resented by the predetermined-region image.

7. The communication terminal according to claim 6, wherein the accepting unit (32) accepts a selection of the scene
represented by the predetermined-region image.

8. The communication terminal according to claim 7, wherein the scene represented by the predetermined-region
image is a figure, landscape, or structure.

9. The communication terminal according to claim 6, wherein the specification date of the predetermined-region image
is represented by a calendar.

10. A display method for displaying an image using a communication terminal (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d) comprising a storage unit
(3000) that stores therein image identification information for identifying a panoramic image, predetermined-region
information for specifying a predetermined region in the panoramic image, and related information related to the
predetermined region, in a manner corresponding to each other, the display method comprising, by the communi-
cation terminal (3a, 3b, 3c, 3d):

accepting a selection of predetermined related information;
searching the storage unit (3000) based on the  predetermined related information accepted at the accepting
so as to extract the image identification information and the predetermined-region information corresponding
to the predetermined related information; and
controlling a predetermined display unit (315) to display thumbnails for predetermined-region images specified
in the extracted predetermined-region information, in the panoramic image identified by the extracted image
identification information; wherein
the accepting includes accepting a selection of a predetermined thumbnail out of the displayed thumbnails; and
the controlling includes controlling the display unit (315) to display the predetermined-region image indicated
by the predetermined-region information corresponding to the selected thumbnail.

11. A computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable medium containing a computer program
for causing a computer to execute the steps according to claim 10.
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